Abstract-The need for supporting dynamic real-time environments where changes in workloads occur frequently requires a scheduling framework that: 1) explicitly addresses overload conditions, 2) allows the system to achieve graceful degradation while guaranteeing the deadlines of the most critical tasks in the system, and 3) supports an efficient runtime selection mechanism capable of determining the load to be shed from the system to handle the overload. In this paper, we propose a novel scheduling framework for a real-time environment that experiences dynamic workload changes. This framework is capable of adjusting the system workload in incremental steps under overloaded conditions such that the most critical tasks in the system are always scheduled and the total value of the system is maximized. Each task has an assigned criticality value and consists of two parts, a mandatory part and an optional part. A timely answer is available after the mandatory part completes execution and its value may be improved by executing the entire optional part. The process of selecting tasks (mandatory or optional parts) to discard while maximizing the value of the system requires the exploration of a potentially large number of combinations. Since an optimal solution is too time-consuming to be computed online, an approximate algorithm is executed incrementally whenever the processor would otherwise be idle, progressively refining the quality of the solution. This scheme allows the scheduler to handle overloads with low cost while maximizing the use of the available resources and without jeopardizing the temporal constraints of the most critical tasks in the system. Simulation results show that few stages of the algorithm need to be executed for achieving a performance with near-optimal results.
INTRODUCTION
T HE use of complex and dynamic real-time systems is nowadays becoming common for the management and control of a variety of applications such as manufacturing, industrial automation systems, space, avionics, and telecommunications systems. In such real-time systems, each task must complete and produce correct results by the specified deadline. In order to guarantee that deadlines will be satisfied, it is necessary that the resource requirements for all tasks in the system be known and that resources be available in a timely manner. Therefore, the resources must be reserved for worst-case execution time of tasks to provide absolute guarantees. Traditionally, the resource scheduling problem for real-time tasks is to generate a feasible schedule or to verify if a given scheduling policy can meet the timing requirements of a specific set of tasks. In practice, however, real-time environments experience frequent changes in workloads, caused by new task arrivals or tasks that leave the system after finishing their execution. The problem with accepting new tasks in the system is that they may result in an overload and cause some of the tasks already in the system to miss their deadlines.
In this paper, we study the problem of scheduling dynamic tasks in an overloaded single processor environment, where new tasks arrive or leave the system at arbitrary instants of time. A framework is proposed for adjusting the system workload incrementally by relating the criticality value [5] , [6] of the tasks to the resource allocation problem. The selection of a set of tasks that maximize an optimality criteria (expressed as the total value of the system) requires the exploration of a potentially large combinatorial space of solutions. In general, heuristics must be used, but, in particular, the overload mandates that heuristics with minimum overhead be used. Our approach to solve this problem is based on an online Incremental Server (INCA), which searches feasible solutions by executing a sequence of approximate algorithms. At each approximate algorithm execution, the load is adjusted and the quality of the solution is refined. The minimum number of approximate algorithms executed produces a feasible but suboptimal solution that can be incrementally improved if more approximate algorithms can be executed. Functions with this property are called incremental processes [4] or progressive processing tasks [24] .
We consider real-time tasks that consist of mandatory parts and optional parts for refining the result of the mandatory parts. Systems exhibiting this behavior include 1) multimedia systems that receive, enhance, or transmit audio, video, or still images, and process this information during specific intervals of time; 2) process control systems with sensors and actuators that are activated by changing environmental conditions; and 3) real-time database query processing systems. For systems such as these, our approach is to produce approximate solutions that can be progressively refined when the optimal solutions cannot be produced in time due to overloaded conditions. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, related models and related previous work are reviewed. In Section 3, the task model used in this paper is defined. In Section 4, the overload scheduling problem is formulated and, in Section 5, the INCA server is described. In Section 6, we analyze the merit of the incremental execution of the INCA server by performing simulation experiments. Also, analytical results are presented to show the performance of the INCA Server when compared to a nonincremental server and to give insight into its effectiveness in handling overload conditions. In Section 7, we discuss how the INCA Server can be extended to enhance its applicability. Finally, Section 8 presents concluding remarks.
RELATED WORK
In a dynamic real-time environment, even when the system is properly designed and sized, a transient overload can occur for different reasons, such as changes in the environment, simultaneous arrivals of asynchronous events, faults of peripheral devices, or system exceptions [9] . The worst consequence that may happen is that some critical tasks in the system miss their deadlines, jeopardizing the correct/safe behavior of the system. As all systems have finite resources, their ability to execute a set of periodic and aperiodic tasks while meeting the temporal requirements is limited. Clearly, overload conditions arise if the system has to process more new tasks than the available set of resources can handle.
In the real-time literature, several scheduling algorithms have been proposed to deal with overloaded systems. The development of the Best-Effort algorithm [20] introduced a rejection policy for overloaded systems based on removing tasks with the minimum value density. The Best-Effort approach basically behaves as the Earliest Deadline First [18] when the system is underloaded and chooses the subset of tasks that maximize the value of the computation per unit of time (value density) when the system is overloaded. The Alpha effort [13] introduced the concept of time-valued functions which associate a value according to the task finishing time. Typically, the function presents a drop in value after the deadline has passed and, beyond a certain time, the value drops to zero.
The problem of selecting tasks for rejection in an overloaded system is also considered in [12] , where random criticality values are assigned to tasks. An approximate algorithm incorporates simulated annealing to deal with the problem of selecting a feasible solution within the large combinatorial space of permutations. The RED (Robust Earliest Deadline) algorithm [7] deals with aperiodic tasks in overloaded environments, combining criticality-based scheduling, deadline tolerance (the amount of time by which a task is permitted to be late), and resource reclaiming. It is able to predict not only deadline misses, but also the size of the overload, its duration, and its impact on the system; the strategy for handling the overload is to reject the least-valued task.
Other approaches for handling overload focus on providing less stringent guarantees for temporal constraints. In [15] , some instances of a task are allowed to be skipped entirely. The skip factor determines how often instances of a given task may be left unexecuted. A best effort approach is introduced in [11] , aiming at meeting k deadlines out of n instances of a given task. However, it is assumed that the value of the tasks in the system is proportional to their computation time, provided that they complete by their deadlines. The elastic task model (ETM) is introduced by [8] aiming at increasing task periods to handle overloads in adaptive real-time control systems. Under ETM, periodic tasks are able to change their execution rate to provide different quality of service as a function of the current workload to keep the system underloaded.
Many of these techniques (e.g., [15] , [11] ) assume that a task's output is of no value if it is not executed completely. In contrast, in the Imprecise Computation (IC) model, the task's output has some value even if a partial or approximate result is produced [2] , [19] . In the IC model, every real-time task is composed of a mandatory part and an optional part. A timely answer is available after the mandatory part completes execution; moreover, the longer the optional part executes, the higher the value of the task (i.e., the higher the quality of the result). However, the IC model uses an error function as a metric to evaluate the performance of the system. In [19] , an error function is defined to be inversely proportional to the total amount of time that the optional parts execute. An optimal schedule corresponds to the one where the total error of the system is minimized. In the IC model, the shape of the error functions and policies for scheduling optional parts are crucial in maximizing the performance of the system.
From previous work we have learned that: 1) Many scheduling algorithms have been developed to handle overloaded conditions, but few research works studied, in practice, how far from optimal the performance of their algorithms and their complexity is ( [16] provided a measure for the performance of their D-over algorithm using a metric called competitive factor); 2) in most developed algorithms, the criteria for rejection in overloaded conditions is to select the lesser-valued tasks, a strategy that clearly yields low cost solutions but may lead to a situation with underutilized resources and a resulting system with poor performance; and 3) the time-value function of [13] or the error functions of the IC model [19] are difficult to obtain and performance may be degraded if the system designers are not familiar with the functions that represent the applications at hand. Although our model is similar to the IC model, we do not use error functions; instead, we use performance metrics that are largely available, such as utilization and criticality [5] , [6] .
MODEL
In our framework, we consider periodic preemptive tasks running on one processor. Tasks are independent (do not share resources) and have no precedence constraints. We assume a dynamic system in which each task ( i arrives in the system at time a i . Clearly, if one needs to ensure that all tasks that may be submitted to the system are guaranteed to execute within their deadlines, one needs to provision the system to allow for the worst-case combination of tasks. This is NOT our goal: We consider dynamic systems in which an admission control procedure is executed to admit or reject tasks that are submitted. We assume that there is a contingency plan to take care of rejected tasks.
The lifetime of each task ( i consists of a fixed number of instances r i . After the execution of r i instances, the task leaves the system. The time interval between the arrival of the first instances of two consecutive tasks ( x and ( y is defined as l xy ¼ a y À a x . Each task ( i is composed of a mandatory part M i followed by an optional part P i . Note that this model is general in the sense that each task may have only an optional part and no mandatory part, or vice versa. The deadline of task ( i is d i , which is equal to the period, T i , and C i is its worst case computation time. Each execution time C i consists of a mandatory part of length m i and an optional part of length p i (i.e., C i ¼ m i þ p i ). The mandatory part M i must execute to completion in order to produce an acceptable and usable result. The optional part P i can execute only after the completion of the mandatory part M i . However, a partially executed optional part or an optional part that misses its deadline is of no value to the system (so-called 0/1 constraint). We say the task ( i meets its deadline if its mandatory part completes by its deadline. Further, in our model, once a task passes the admission control, it is guaranteed to meet the deadlines of all r i instances until it leaves the system.
In our framework, we first will assume that the set of mandatory parts can never cause an overload in the system and only optional parts are subject to being rejected for execution. In Section 7, we relax this assumption and extend the framework to consider the more general case where mandatory parts can also cause overloads in the system and some tasks in the system will be denied execution. This is an extension that is appropriate for soft real-time systems.
Each task has an associated criticality value, v i , which denotes its importance within the system. Methods to derive this criticality values are proposed in [5] , [6] , [20] .
We assume that the tasks' characteristics (e.g., computation time, period, deadline, and criticality) are known at arrival time. Although the work in this paper focuses on Earliest Deadline First [18] and dynamic-priority schedulers, a more conservative fixed-priority scheduler can also be used [14] , [18] . This is the subject of future work.
FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
In overloaded conditions, the scheduler should be able to guarantee the timing constraints of all mandatory parts at every periodic task invocation and to select optional parts for exclusion from the schedule while maximizing the performance of the system. If the criticality of each task is proportional to its computation time, the decision of excluding optional parts must be based only on maximizing the usage of the resources (e.g., CPU time). In the more general case, where criticality and computation time are not directly related, we would like to exclude the less critical optional parts and maximize the total value of the system. Therefore, the problem can be formulated as follows: If a new task ( i that arrives in the system at time a i causes an overload, the problem is to determine:
1. whether or not ( i can be accepted in the system without interfering with the deadlines of the mandatory parts of any task already in the system; 2. the time that ( i should be dispatched, if it is accepted; 3. the optional parts (if any) that should be excluded such that an optimality criteria is satisfied; 4. how to maximize the usage of the resources and the performance of the system with a reasonably low computation time while searching for a solution; and 5. how to take into account CPU time taken to compute the solution itself. Each task in the system accrues an accumulated value upon executing a number of optional parts during its lifetime. Our objective is to maximize the accumulated value obtained after scheduling the set of optional parts for the complete duration of the schedule. The accumulated value will be evaluated in terms of utilization or criticality as follows: Let us define CUðIÞ and CV ðIÞ as the cumulative utilization and cumulative criticality potentially achieved by the set of optional parts that execute during the interval of time I ¼ ½t a ; t b .
The cumulative utilization achieved is computed by:
The cumulative criticality achieved is computed by:
where e i ðt a ; t b Þ ¼ b
c denotes the number of instances that P i is scheduled for execution during the interval of time ½t a ; t b and 0 t a < t b . For the interval of time between two consecutive arrivals, a x and a y , the accumulated value can be formulated as CUða x ; a y Þ and CV ða x ; a y Þ for utilization and criticality, respectively. At a x , the goal is to select the optional parts that maximize CUða x ; a y Þ or CV ða x ; a y Þ. This selection requires the searching of a usually large search space, as shown below. Note that the next arrival, a y , may not be known and, therefore, the goal is to maximize CU or CV for the current set of tasks. The interval ½a x ; a y is defined to facilitate reasoning.
Definition of the Search Space
Consider n tasks, ( 1 ; . . . ; ( n , such that P n i¼1 mi Ti 1 and
That is, all mandatory parts can be accepted for execution, but not all optional parts can be accepted for execution.
Let S be the search space containing all combinations (both feasible and nonfeasible) of optional parts. More specifically, a search space is defined as S ¼ [ n k¼0 S k , where S k ¼ fðx 1 ; . . . ; x n Þ; P n i¼1 x i ¼ kg, x i ¼ 0 means that the optional part of ( i is discarded, and x i ¼ 1 means that the optional part of ( i is chosen for execution. Note that, for any k 2 f0; ::; ng, S k is a set of elements containing all (feasible and nonfeasible) combinations resulting from including k optional parts for execution and that jS k j ¼ n! k!ðnÀkÞ! . Any element in S k includes for execution exactly k optional parts.
The structure of the search space S is shown in Table 1 through an example with three tasks. For example, f1; 1; 0g is the element in which p 1 and p 2 are executed and p 3 is discarded. Note that, since the search space is the power set of the tasks in the system, it is clearly exponential in size.
Definition of the Objective Functions
Each element in the search space will be evaluated in terms of utilization or criticality, using the objective functions "ðsÞ and ðsÞ, respectively, where s ¼ fx 1 ; . . . ; x n g 2 S.
The objective functions are defined as follows:
. "ðsÞ: In this function, we add the utilization of the set of optional parts in an element s 2 S to the total utilization of all mandatory parts.
"ðsÞ denotes the utilization of the system after choosing some optional parts for execution. For example, for s ¼ f0; 1; 1g, "ðsÞ ¼
. . ðsÞ: In this function, we compute the criticality per period achieved after including for execution a set of optional parts in an element s 2 S, recalling that v i is the criticality of task ( i .
For example, for s ¼ f0; 1; 1g, ðsÞ ¼
. Note that if the tasks f( 1 ; . . . ; ( n g are to execute during an interval I, the choice of s that maximizes "ðsÞ and ðsÞ also maximizes CU(I) and CV(I), respectively.
Feasibility Test
To evaluate the feasibility of each element in the search space, we apply a utilization-based test (UBT). The utilization-based test has been chosen because of its simplicity and because it can be used for scheduling policies such as EDF.
For each element s ¼ fx 1 ; . . . ; x n g of the search space S, the utilization-based test is defined by 
The Optimization Problems
Our first optimization problem is related to shedding a number of optional parts that maximize the utilization of the system. This objective favors a solution in which the utilization of the workload is maximized without considering the number of optional parts to be shed. Our second optimization problem assumes that different criticality values are associated with optional parts, therefore we are interested in maximizing the total value obtained after a number of optional parts are shed.
The optimization problems are formally described as follows:
. Maximize the utilization. The aim of this objective is to find a feasible element s 2 S such that the utilization in the system is maximized. That is, maximize "ðsÞ subject to UBTðsÞ:
Let U max be the value of "ðsÞ obtained by solving this optimization problem. . Maximize the value. Maximizing the value requires finding a feasible element s 2 S such that ðsÞ is maximized. That is, maximize ðsÞ subject to UBTðsÞ:
Let V max be the value of ðsÞ obtained by solving this optimization problem. The optimization problems consist of maximizing the value of the system at the instant of time at which a new arrival causes an overload in the system. By achieving the optimality criteria, whenever a new task arrives or departs from the system, we intend to maximize the accumulated value (CU(I) or CV(I)) obtained after scheduling tasks for the complete duration of the schedule.
THE INCREMENTAL SCHEDULING SERVER: INCA
The incremental scheduling server is an extension of the earliest deadline first scheduling algorithm (EDF [18] ). In response to transient overload requests, the INCA Server adjusts the load of the system by executing a sequence of approximate algorithms, AP ð0Þ; . . . ; AP ðnÞ, to determine which optional parts to shed in order to satisfy our optimality criteria. The algorithms are such that AP ðiÞ may obtain a solution closer to optimal than AP ði À 1Þ but with longer execution time. The INCA Server is activated whenever the feasibility test (UBT) detects an overload caused by the arrival of a new task in the system. Before the new task is scheduled, the INCA Server executes the approximate algorithm AP(0) to eliminate the overload. The solution provided by AP(0) allows the scheduler to temporarily disable the execution of some optional parts, while providing a low cost nonoptimal solution. The slacktime 1 introduced in the system by the removal of the overload is used by the scheduler to execute approximate algorithms AP(k) (for k ¼ 1; . . . ; n), progressively refining the quality of the solution. If, during the execution of the INCA Server, a new task arrives or a task leaves the system, the INCA server will restart, taking into account the modified load of the system. The INCA Server stops its execution when 1) there is no more slack in the schedule to execute additional AP(k) algorithms or 2) the result of AP(k) is not better than the result of AP(k-1). The INCA Server is described in Fig. 1 . We detail the INCA server operation in the next section, followed by details on the algorithm AP ðkÞ.
Operation of the INCA Server
In this section, we detail the operation of the INCA Server.
1. Activating the Incremental Server. The conditions for activating the INCA server are:
. Task arrival: The INCA server is activated if a new task, ( new , arrives in the system and causes an overload. Our feasibility test (UBT) detects this condition. After detecting the overload (and before ( new is scheduled), AP(0) is executed 2 and a set of optional parts are chosen to be discarded for removing the overload. For now, it is assumed that mandatory parts cannot be discarded, therefore, if the sum of mandatory parts, including that of the newly arrived task ( new , cause an overload ( P i m i T i > 1), then the new task is rejected (see line 3 in Fig. 1) . In Section 7, we will discuss the more general case in which the task with least value in the system (rather than the newest task) may be rejected to solve the overload situation.
. Task departure: In this case, clearly there is no overload of mandatory parts (that is, UBT is vacuously true). Then, we execute the approximate algorithms AP(k) (for k = 0, ..., n) incrementally to satisfy the optimality criteria for the set of optional parts remaining in the system. 2. Scheduling the new task. After removing the overload from the system (i.e., after AP(0)), the newly arrived task can be scheduled. However, regardless of its priority, the newly accepted task cannot be safely immediately scheduled because it may cause some other tasks to miss their deadlines, even after executing AP(0). This is because, unlike systems with only mandatory tasks, at the instant of the new arrival, we may choose to disable optional parts that a) already finished their current execution or b) have been preempted during the current execution. The resulting utilization cannot be immediately subtracted from the total processor load because the discarded optional parts could already have delayed the execution of other tasks. To see how this happens, consider the following example.
Example 1. Let there be three tasks, ( 1 , ( 2 , and 1. Slack-time is defined as the time at which the processor is not executing any task.
2. We assume that the execution times of UBT and AP(0) are negligible.
Clearly, the tasks that have not already started the execution of their optional parts allow the utilization to be subtracted immediately. But, there is no guarantee when a new task will arrive in the system and there is no guarantee that all optional parts will be unexecuted at that time. As a consequence, to keep the feasibility test consistent, the utilization of a discarded optional part can be subtracted from the total load only at the end of its current period. Thus, the new task should wait until the end of the longest deadline of all active tasks. 3 Other criteria for scheduling tasks and enhancing their response time will be discussed in Section 7.
3. Execution of AP (1), ..., AP(n). After removing the overload through AP ð0Þ, an increase in the slack available in the system is expected. If there is such slack, AP ð1Þ is then executed during this slack. Analogously, AP ðkÞ (for k ¼ 2; . . . ; n) is executed on the slack existing in the system after the execution of the previous AP ðk À 1Þ. The INCA Server executes the approximate algorithms AP ð1Þ; . . . ; AP ðnÞ incrementally. That is, after AP ðkÞ ends, the workload of the system is adjusted by enabling and disabling some optional parts. After this, AP ðk þ 1Þ is executed and the process repeats.
The following rules are applied by the INCA server for the execution of optional parts: Rule 1. All optional parts of tasks not selected by AP(k) (for k=0, ..., n) will finish the execution of the current instance and will be discarded after that. Therefore, there will be no partial execution of any optional part.
Rule 2.
A new task will only start after the largest deadline of currently active tasks.
Note that an optional part that is discarded by AP(k) can be selected for execution by AP(k + 1). The reason for this is that, at each approximate algorithm, we may find different solutions involving a different set of optional parts to execute.
Algorithm AP(k) yields better (or at least equal) solutions, in terms of "ðsÞ or ðsÞ, than AP(k -1), but at the cost of higher execution times. However, the optional parts selected by the execution of each AP(k) may increase the utilization and thus decrease the amount of available slack. This can eventually exhaust all the available slack in the system. If this condition occurs, the execution of AP(k + 1) will not be possible, therefore, the INCA Server will not be invoked further (see line 8 of Fig. 1) . If, during the execution of AP(k), a new task arrives in or departs from the system, the INCA Server will restart its execution, taking into account the modified set of tasks in the system. If the incremental server is invoked when a task leaves the system, lines 3, 4, 5, 6 (from Fig. 1) are not executed.
Since the INCA Server executes on the slack available in the system, it will execute as many approximate algorithms as possible.
4.
Stopping the execution of the server. The conditions for stopping the execution of the server are a) there is no more slack in the schedule to execute some AP(k) algorithm; b) the result of AP(k) is not better than the result of AP(k -1); or c) after AP(n) is executed.
The Approximate Algorithm: AP ðkÞ
In this section, we describe the approximate algorithm used by the INCA Server. The approximate algorithm makes use of a greedy-like procedure [22] which finds a heuristic solution by selecting for execution optional parts in order of decreasing utilization
Ti if the objective function is "ðsÞ or
if the objective function is ðsÞ [22] . This heuristic attempts to get the most value as a function of processor utilization; moreover, this heuristic has been shown to produce better results than considering only utilization or value [21] , [22] .
The algorithm AP(k) considers all possible subsets in the search space with at least k optional parts chosen for execution. It first chooses for inclusion in the schedule a subset of k optional parts and, if this subset does not satisfy our feasibility condition UBT (i.e., UBT = false), it is discarded and a new subset with k optional parts is selected. If the subset passes the UBT (i.e., UBT = true), the remaining optional parts in this subset are also included in decreasing order of
, while the UBT is satisfied. The solutions obtained from all feasible subsets are compared and the solution with higher value is chosen to be the solution generated by the AP(k) algorithm; if no subset satisfies UBT, AP(k) will return the value returned by AP(k-1) and exit.
The algorithm is described in Fig. 2 . The outputs of algorithm AP(k) are X k that denotes the set of optional parts chosen for execution and the output variable value that denotes the optimal solution found by AP(k). Note that value approximates U max or V max depending on the objective function used.
The time complexity of procedure SEQ (in Fig. 2) is OðnÞ: There is a loop for each task and the UBT can be computed incrementally in Oð1Þ for each task. Since the number of times SEQ is executed is Oðn k Þ, the time complexity of AP(k) is Oðn kþ1 Þ. Even for a small number of tasks (e.g., n ¼ 10 tasks), this complexity seems rather high. In fact, the quality of the solution (or performance) and the complexity are two conflicting forces in the determination of k. It has been shown in [22] that the worst-case performance ratio of AP(k) is kþ1 kþ2 , which directs us to a solution with large k. On the other hand, the complexity of the AP(k) algorithm is high for large k, which leads us to attempt to find the smallest value of k such that AP(k) reaches a near-optimal solution. However, we will show that, for k ¼ 2, the value of the system is very close to optimal. In the following example, we will measure the real performance of the AP(k) algorithm in terms of complexity and runtime overhead.
Example 2. Consider the set of tasks with its associated timing constraints and criticality values described in Table 2 . The total utilization of the set of tasks in Table 2 creates an overload of 20 percent (that is, total utilization of 120 percent). The utilization of the mandatory and optional parts is 54 percent and 66 percent, respectively. The problem to be solved is to handle the overload using the AP(k) algorithms such that our optimality criteria is satisfied. Tables 3 and 4 show the results from algorithm AP(k), for k ¼ 0; . . . ; 5 for maximizing utilization (CU) and for maximizing critically (CV), respectively.
The results shown in the tables are:
1. value k : the result from algorithm AP(k); 2. C k : the complexity of algorithm AP(k), that is, the number of subsets in the search space explored before a solution is found;
3. the runtime of AP(k), which denotes the physical time in microseconds, using a PC Intel 233 MHz running Linux with 48MB of RAM; and 4. the result set X k : the set of optional parts chosen for execution. Note that, for k > 3, UBT = false and, therefore, AP(k) does not update value k or X k (it keeps the values for AP(3), in this example).
It is possible to observe that, for the goals of maximizing utilization and criticality, AP ðkÞ with k ¼ 3 yields optimal results.
The Performance and Complexity Trade Off
To measure the performance of our proposed algorithm, an experiment with 1,000 randomly generated task sets has been conducted. For each experiment, a workload of 10 tasks has been generated with an overload (120 percent utilization for each task set). Results shown in Table 5 indicate the number of solutions within a certain percent close to optimal. For the two optimality criteria, a near optimal solution (more than 91 percent) is obtained using AP ð2Þ. For maximizing utilization, results for AP ð2Þ indicate that 951 experiments yield a near optimal solution (within 0-0.1 percent of optimal) and the remaining 49 yield a 1-5 percent near optimal solution. For maximizing criticality, results show that, for AP ð2Þ, 911 experiments yield a solution within 0-0.1 percent of optimal. This shows the excellent performance of the approximate algorithm AP ðkÞ.
Further reductions in complexity (the number of elements to be searched before a solution is found) could be obtained by relaxing the feasibility bound. As presented above, an element s 2 S is feasible if UBT is met (i.e., UBT = true). However, a result less than 100 percent (e.g., 95 percent) could be sufficient for some applications, which would cause TABLE 4 Results for Maximizing Criticality, for k > 3, UBT = False an earlier end to the search for feasible solutions. Let us define , 0 < < 1:0, as the feasibility error which indicates a relaxation on the feasibility condition. The feasibility test shown in (5) indicates a sufficient feasibility condition.
Note that increasing the value of may reduce the number of elements to be searched in S, but at the cost of reduced CPU usage.
We are interested in measuring the complexity of the AP(k) algorithm using the sufficient feasibility condition for different values of . We have conducted 1,000 experiments comprising 10 tasks in each experiment whose total utilization (mandatory + optional) is 120 percent. The average number of subsets examined during the AP(5) algorithm is shown in Fig. 3 as a curve for each value of ð10 À5 0:05Þ. The complexity of the algorithm (shown in the Y axis of Fig. 3 ) denotes the number of subsets in the search space explored before a solution is found. Note that big reductions in complexity can be achieved by increasing the value of . For example, for ¼ 0:02 and k ¼ 5, the complexity achieved is 47 and 240 for maximizing utilization and criticality, respectively.
From Fig. 3 , it can be noted that keeping between the values of 0:01 and 0:03 is reasonable for achieving low complexity; clearly, these values maintain high quality results.
EVALUATION OF INCA SERVER
In this section, we start by presenting an empirical evaluation of the INCA server, achieved through extensive simulations. We then provide an intuitive analytical comparison of incremental and nonincremental servers, which is the basis for why the incremental server is preferable in overloaded situations.
Simulation Experiments
The following simulation experiments have been designed to test the performance of the INCA Server and its ability to achieve our optimality criteria using synthetic workloads. From the results obtained in Section 5.2, we need to execute no more that three stages to achieve near-optimal results. For this reason, we measure the performance of the INCA Server using up to five stages of execution.
Our goals in this simulation study are the following:
. to measure the quality of the results over a large set of dynamic tasks that arrive and leave the system at arbitrary instants of time, . to measure and compare the performance among several stages for our different optimality criteria. Each plot on the graphs represents the average of a set of 100 independent simulations. Up to the first five stages of the INCA server are executed in each simulation. Each curve, INCA-k in the graphs, denotes the execution of the INCA server in which only the first k stages are executed. That is, only the incremental execution of AP ðjÞ, for j ¼ 0; . . . ; k is considered.
For each simulation, 5,000 tasks are generated dynamically. Each task has a lifetime (r i ) that follows a uniform distribution between 400 and 600 instances (periods). At the end of its lifetime, the task leaves the system. The utilization of task ( i , U i , is chosen as a random variable with uniform distribution between 5 percent and 20 percent. An average utilization U av is computed for all tasks currently executing in the system. The period T i of each task is chosen as a random variable with uniform distribution between 30 and 100 time units. The computation time of task ( i is C i ¼ T i Á U i . The experiments were conducted considering an average number of tasks in the system (nt) executing at any time, nt ¼
U T U av
, where U T denotes the total utilization of the tasks executing at any time, U T ¼ P between 40 percent and 60 percent of the total computation time of task ( i . The execution time of AP(k), 0 k , used in the experiments was obtained from actual experiments described by Fig. 3 , using a value of ¼ 0:001. Throughout these simulation experiments, we considered randomly generated correlated tasks sets, which means that the criticality is a linear function of the utilization. 5 The value v i of each task is randomly distributed in ½U i À 0:10; U i þ 0:10 such that v i > 0.
The performance of our algorithms was measured according to the following metrics: 4 . Additional experiments were conducted with p i following a uniform distribution between 20-40 percent and 60-80 percent, obtaining similar results.
5. It is hard to maximize the criticality value ratio for correlated tasks sets because many task combinations give similar results, therefore a larger number of combinations must be computed in order to find an optimal solution. We do not consider uncorrelated task sets because it is relatively easier to maximize their criticality value ratio (there is a large variation between the utilization of the tasks, making it easier to obtain a feasible and optimal solution) [21] . 
where e i denotes the number of instances where optional part p i is executed. The total utilization is computed by:
, where r i denotes the total number of instances of ( i and the sum is over all tasks that arrive to the system for the complete duration of the schedule. . Criticality Ratio: This metric is computed as follows:
The total criticality is computed by: For our second experiment, Fig. 6 shows the utilization and criticality ratios for the INCA-2 and the Non-INCA-2 servers. In this experiment, the load of the system has a fixed value of 120 percent and the lifetime r i of each task varies between 100 and 500.
The comparative behavior of the INCA-2 and Non-INCA-2 servers can be explained as follows: For low values of r i (e.g., 100 instances and below), both servers yield similar values because they are only able to execute AP(0) (which removes the overload). We observed that, on average, it takes from 90 to 110 instances for INCA-2 to commit to AP(1) and from 350 to 380 instances to commit to AP (2) . These results are explained by the fact that the execution time of AP(k), 0 k , used was too high. However, additional experiments were conducted using values of ¼ 0:01 and ¼ 0:02, with consequent reductions on 0 k , as indicated in Fig. 3 . For both values of , graphs were obtained with similar shapes and similar results (i.e., INCA-2 was always better than Non-INCA-2) than those produced using a value of ¼ 0:001.
For higher values of r i (200 to 300 instances), the INCA-2 server yields better results because the INCA-2 server is capable of committing more frequently than Non-INCA-2. In this situation, the Non-INCA-2 server is able to execute AP(1) and AP(2) a few times, but is mostly only able to execute AP(0). Finally, for the highest tested values of r i (400 to 500 instances), the performance of INCA-2 and Non-INCA-2 servers get closer because both servers are now able to commit both AP(1) and AP (2) . In any case, the performance of the INCA-2 server is better than that of the Non-INCA server for all tested values of r i .
The results obtained in our simulations confirm the results obtained in Section 5.3 and indicate that the INCA Server is a low cost and effective mechanism for scheduling real-time tasks under overloaded conditions.
Analytical Comparison of the INCA and Non-INCA Servers
In this section, we carry out an approximate analysis of the performance of an INCA server when compared against that of a Non-INCA Server. We are interested in validating analytically the results obtained in previous simulation experiments. As explained above, the INCA server is based on the incremental execution of several stages of approximate algorithms AP(k). At the end of each stage, information is available regarding the set of optional parts chosen for execution, X k , and the resulting value of the objective function, value k , for the set of optional parts chosen. The approximate algorithms are such that the resulting value of AP(k+1), value kþ1 , is as least as good as the resulting value of AP(k), value k .
The INCA server executes AP(k -1) which chooses a set of optional parts to remove and a set to execute (X k ). This set is passed on to the scheduler (we say AP(k -1) commits), which schedule the chosen tasks. After AP(k -1) commits, AP(k) can be executed. In contrast, a non-INCA server would execute a number of stages AP ð0Þ; . . . ; AP ðkÞ before committing to the system. In what follows, we analyze the merit of the incremental execution by assuming k ¼ 2 (see Fig. 7 ). We denote by I k the amount of time it takes to execute algorithm AP(k) while executing the tasks chosen by AP(k -1). Although we present the analysis through a k ¼ 2 example, the same analysis can be extended to k > 2.
INCA-2:
This is the incremental execution sequence used by the INCA Server considering only the following stages: AP ð0Þ; commit; AP ð1Þ; commit; AP ð2Þ; commit.
Non-INCA-2: In this case, there is no incremental execution and three stages are executed back to back before committing. That is, AP ð0Þ þ AP ð1Þ þ AP ð2Þ; commit.
In Fig. 7 , we illustrate a sequence of n tasks arriving in the system such that the arrival of task ( n (arriving at time a n ) causes an overload. After executing AP(0) at time a n , X 0 and value 0 are obtained. The set of optional parts, X 0 , selected for execution will execute (given the restrictions about task start times, as mentioned in Section 5.1, item 2) until AP(1) commits at time a n þ I 1 . Then, a new set of optional parts X 1 will be chosen for execution and the process repeats. Recall that the resulting utilization or criticality values will depend on the objective function used.
After committing at AP(k), let k (0 k 1) denote the resulting slack time expressed in a percentage of resource usage (that is, system utilization is expressed by 1 À k ). This slack time will be used for the execution of AP(k + 1). Note that kþ1 k if the objective of the AP(k) algorithm is to maximize utilization. If 0 k denotes the worst-case execution time of algorithm AP(k) measured continuously (i.e., without interference from other tasks), the interval of time during which AP(k) executes, while also executing the tasks committed by AP(k-1), is approximately I k ¼ 0k kÀ1 . This is because AP(k) is executed on the slack time resulting from AP(k -1); note that computing the time that AP(k) executes through the slack kÀ1 is an approximate measure since the slack is not necessarily uniformly distributed. For a non-INCA server, the interval of time during which AP(k) and AP(k + 1) execute is approximately I k;kþ1 ¼ 0 k þ0 kþ1 kÀ1 (see Fig. 7 ). Note that, during I k;kþ1 , the only tasks being executed are those committed by AP(k -1). We also assume that I k;kþ1 < I k þ I kþ1 .
To exemplify the concepts above, consider a new arrival, ( n , causing an overload. Let us consider the associated timing constraints of the approximate algorithms AP(1) and AP (2) 
Utilization Metric
We will compare the cumulative utilization achieved by INCA-2 and Non-INCA-2 during the interval of time from a n to the next arrival a nþ1 . If, during an interval I, the slack in the system is a constant, , then the cumulative utilization given by (1) can be alternatively computed from CUðIÞ ¼ Ið1 À Þ; strictly speaking, I is the interval, but we will abuse the notation and let I denote both the interval and its length when used in a computation (as above).
To see why the utilization achieved by an incremental server is higher than that achieved by a nonincremental server, consider the following. Both INCA-2 and Non-INCA-2 have the same utilization (1 À 0 ) after AP(0) commits and before AP(1) commits, that is, during the interval ½a n ; a n þ I 1 . Also, both will have the same utilization (1 À 2 ) after AP(2) commits, that is, during the interval ½a n þ I 1 þ I 2 ; a nþ1 . Therefore, we only need to compare the utilization achieved in the interval ½a n þ I 1 ; a n þ I 1 þ I 2 .
We denote the cumulative utilization resulting from INCA-2 and Non-INCA-2 during interval I by CUðIÞ and CU N ðIÞ, respectively. Result 1. CUð½a n ; a nþ1 Þ ! CU N ð½a n ; a nþ1 Þ if the objective of the AP(k) algorithm is to maximize utilization.
Proof. In the Appendix. t u
The proof in the Appendix shows that, minus the inaccuracies of the intervals I k , the incremental server always outperforms the nonincremental server when the goal is to increase the cumulative utilization of the system. To see that, first note that, if a n þ I 1 a nþ1 a n þ I 1;2 , then the INCA server is at least as good as the Non-INCA server since the INCA server had the opportunity to commit at least one stage. Also, if a nþ1 ¼ ða n þ I 1;2 þ tÞ (arrival a nþ1 ¼ x in Fig. 7) , where 0 t ðI 1 þ I 2 À I 1;2 Þ,
where the first term of CU shows the value accrued after committing AP(0) for I 1 and committing AP(1) for the rest of the interval. Likewise, the first term of CU N shows the value committed after committing for AP(0) and AP(1 + 2). Further algebraic manipulations shown in the Appendix demonstrate that, for all values of t; 0 ðt I 1;2 À I 1 þ tÞ, the INCA server has better performance with utilization as the metric.
Criticality Metric
The above result assumes that the objective of the servers is to maximize the system utilization. If, however, the goal is to maximize the cumulative criticality, as in (2), then the relative performance of INCA-2 and Non-INCA-2 depend on the performance of the incremental algorithms AP(0), AP(1), and AP (2) . Let value k be the criticality value achieved by AP(k) when the goal of AP(k) is to maximize criticality and let k be the slack of the system after AP(k) commits. As before, we will use CV ðIÞ and CV N ðIÞ to denote the cumulative criticality obtained by INCA-2 and Non-INCA-2, respectively, during the period I.
R e s u l t 2 . I f ða nþ1 I 1;2 Þ o r ða nþ1 > I 1 þ I 2 Þ, then CV ð½a n ; a nþ1 Þ ! CV N ð½a n ; a nþ1 Þ when the objective of AP(k) is to maximize criticality}.
Proof. We know that CV ð½a n ; a n þ I 1 Þ ¼ CV N ð½a n ; a n þ I 1 Þ ¼ I 1 Á value 0 :
Now, as su me that a nþ1 ¼ a n þ I 1 þ t, where 0 t I 1;2 À I 1 . In this case,
The result follows since value 1 ! value 0 . Now, assume that a nþ1 > I 1 þ I 2 . In this case, both INCA-2 and Non-INCA-2 produce the same criticality, namely, value 2 , after the time I 1 þ I 2 and then CV ð½a n ; a nþ1 Þ ¼ CV N ð½a n ; a nþ1 Þ. t u Finally, if a nþ1 ¼ ða n þ I 1;2 þ tÞ, where 0 t I 1 þ I 2 À I 1þ2 we will show next that it is not possible to say that the condition holds when AP(k) is used to maximize criticality. In this case,
If CV ð½a n ; a nþ1 Þ ! CV N ð½a n ; a nþ1 Þ, we get
If t ¼ 0, the condition holds. If, however, the value of t is equal to its maximum possible value,
Using the worst-case performance ratio of value k ¼ kþ1 kþ2 (see Section 5.2 and reference [22] ), we have that ðvalue 2 À value 0 Þ > ðvalue 2 À value 1 Þ since ð , it is not possible to say analytically that, when AP(k) is used to maximize criticality rather than utilization, the INCA server has better performance than the Non-INCA server. However, as shown in Fig. 6 , the performance of the INCA is typically better than Non-INCA servers.
EXTENSIONS
In this section, we discuss four extensions that may be used to enhance the applicability of the INCA Server. The first is an extension which extends the Feasibility Test to consider that mandatory parts may also cause an overload. The second extension uses the Total Bandwidth Server [23] to improve the scheduling time of the new tasks. In the third and fourth extensions, aperiodic tasks and tasks with resource sharing constraints can be introduced easily in our framework using the Total Bandwidth Server [23] and the Stack Resource Policy [3] , respectively.
. Feasibility Tests: A more general case. The criteria for activating the INCA server assumes that the mandatory parts can never cause an overload. Therefore, only optional parts must be included into the search space S. In general, we should also consider that the mandatory parts can cause an overload. The new feasibility test used on the INCA Server for this general case is as follows:
false if P i miþðxipiÞ Ti > 1 ðC2Þ true otherwise:
In (C1) only mandatory parts must be included into S, while, in (C2), only optional parts must be included into S.
The new condition is used when the utilization of the mandatory parts exceeds the total capacity of the system. This condition can only be true when dealing with soft real-time systems since, if the condition P i mi Ti > 1 is met, some mandatory task(s) must be discarded to avoid the overload.
The INCA Server will consider only mandatory parts to be included into the search space S, will discard all optional parts from the system, and will proceed as described above for AP(k) algorithms (that is, AP(0), commit, AP(1), etc.). The optional parts discarded will be removed from execution until the next activation of the INCA Server (where a new case for the feasibility test may be found), while a mandatory part that is discarded by AP(k) will possibly be selected for execution by AP(k + 1). The INCA Server will not reject the newly arrived task, as in the INCA Algorithm (see line 3 of Fig. 1) , because the approximate algorithms AP ðkÞ will select for execution only those mandatory parts with the most value in the system. However, note that the selection by different stages of AP(k) may lead to different mixes of mandatory parts at different instants of time (tasks complete, arrive, and AP(k) execute).
Note that Rules 1 and 2 discussed in Section 5.1 will also be applied in this case, with the difference that only mandatory parts could be discarded. . Scheduling new tasks. The criteria used by the INCA server for scheduling newly arriving tasks is that they cannot be scheduled to execute until the end of the longest period of all tasks that have been preempted when the new task arrived. Although this criteria has low overhead, it may cause new tasks to wait for a long time before they are scheduled. To mitigate this effect, one can extend this criteria to enhance the schedulability of the new tasks by including the Total Bandwidth Server (TB) [23] . The TB Server is a lowcost scheduling mechanism designed to improve the response time of soft aperiodic requests in dynamic environments where tasks are scheduling according to the EDF [18] policy. This mechanism simply assigns a suitable deadline to each request such that no task in the system misses its deadline. When the kth task arrives at time t ¼ a k , it receives a deadline,
, where C a k is the execution time of the new task, U s ¼ ð1 À U m Þ is the server utilization factor, and U m is the utilization of the mandatory parts in the system. By definition, d 0 ¼ 0. The new task is then inserted into the ready queue of the system and then scheduled by the INCA Server. The response time of the new tasks can be further improved by using the TB Ã algorithm. The key idea of the TB Ã algorithm is to assign to the new task a deadline shorter than that obtained by the TB algorithm. The TB Ã algorithm uses an iterative procedure to shorten the deadline assigned to the new tasks. At each iteration, it verifies if the set of tasks is still schedulable. The TB Ã algorithm stops when the deadline assigned at some iteration makes some of the tasks in the system to miss their deadlines.
Important features of this extension are that it can be easily adapted to the INCA Server to schedule new tasks and that the overhead and the response time of the new tasks can be controlled by limiting the number of iterations of the TB Ã algorithm. . Scheduling aperiodic tasks. As discussed above, aperiodic tasks (characterized as tasks with only one period) can be scheduled in the INCA Server by using the TB Server. Note that the TB algorithm is used only for soft aperiodic tasks. In the case of hard aperiodic tasks we can resort to the Aperiodic Server [25] and change its capacity (according to the load of the system) at every new arrival and departure of a task. This way, we may respond faster when running the INCA server, while still maintaining the schedulability of the set of tasks in the system. . Scheduling tasks with resource requirements.
Tasks with resource sharing constraints can be introduced easily into our framework using the Stack Resource Policy [3] . This protocol has several interesting properties that make it suitable to be included into our INCA framework. For example, it applies to a dynamic scheduling environment, prevents deadlocks, bounds the maximum blocking times of tasks, reduces the number of context switches, and, most importantly, its implementation is straightforward and its overhead is low. This protocol has been enhanced using the TB and the TB Ã server to handle resource requirements for soft and hard tasks [17] . The analysis described in [17] can be used to perform online guarantees for reserving a bandwidth to serve new tasks in the INCA Server. However, there are several yet unresolved issues, for example, the SRP will influence the temporal behavior of the applications and, therefore, this will influence the UBT. One of our avenues for future work is precisely how to design algorithms that take advantage of the interaction between the SRP and UBT.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, the problem of scheduling an overloaded realtime system has been studied. As observed by different research studies [12] , [7] , [13] , [16] , a significant performance degradation may occur in the system if the overload is not addressed efficiently. The set of tasks selected for execution is crucial for the proper operation of an overloaded real-time system. In our framework, each task has an assigned criticality value and an objective function is evaluated in overloaded conditions such that an optimality criteria is met. The process of selecting tasks to discard while meeting the optimality criteria requires the exploration of a potentially large number of combinations. Since this process is too time consuming to be computed online, we have developed an Incremental Server (INCA) scheduling paradigm which is based in a sequence of approximate algorithms. The execution of the approximate algorithms is conducted in an incremental manner during the time in which the processor would otherwise be idle (slack time), progressively refining the quality of the solution. The computational complexity of the INCA Server is high if an optimal solution is sought. However, we have shown that, in practice, only a few stages need to be executed for achieving near-optimal solutions. An important feature of the incremental algorithm is that its runtime overhead and the quality of the solutions are parameters that can be controlled online. Our simulation results show that our approximate algorithm is efficient, has low overhead, and, most importantly, generates near-optimal solutions for overloaded real-time systems. To extend the applicability of the INCA server, we proposed a more general feasibility test, where mandatory parts could also cause overloads. Also, additional criteria was discussed for improving the response time of new tasks. Finally, aperiodic tasks and tasks with resource sharing constraints were introduced into our framework using the Total Bandwidth Server [23] and the Stack Resource Policy [3] , respectively.
APPENDIX PROOF OF RESULT 1
Proof. If a nþ1 a n þ I 1 , then both servers produce the same utilization, while, if a n þ I 1 a nþ1 a n þ I 1;2 , then the INCA server is at least as good as the Non-INCA server since CUð½a n þ I 1 ; a n þ I 1;2 Þ ¼ ðI 1;2 À I 1 Þð1 À 1 Þ and CU N ð½a n þ I 1 ; a n þ I 1;2 Þ ¼ ðI 1;2 À I 1 Þð1 À 0 Þ and kþ1 k . Further, if a nþ1 > a n þ I 1 þ I 2 (arrival a nþ1 ¼ y in Fig. 7) , then INCA-2 and Non-INCA-2 produce the same utilization, (1 À 2 ), for any time later than a n þ I 1 þ I 2 ; thus, CUð½a n ; a nþ1 Þ ! CU N ð½a n ; a nþ1 Þ holds. Now, assume that a nþ1 ¼ ða n þ I 1;2 þ tÞ (arrival a nþ1 ¼ x in Fig. 7) , where 0 t ðI 1 þ I 2 À I 1;2 Þ. In this case, CUð½a n ; a nþ1 Þ ¼ I 1 ð1 À 0 Þ þ ðI 1;2 À I 1 þ tÞð1 À 1 Þ CU N ð½a n ; a nþ1 Þ ¼ I 1;2 ð1 À 0 Þ þ tð1 À 2 Þ using the values of I 1 , I 2 , and I 1;2 from Section 6.2 and assuming t 0 ¼ 0, we get,
where R ¼ 01 0 ð1 À 0 Þ and CU N ð½a n ; a nþ1 Þ ¼
Assuming that CUð½a n ; a nþ1 Þ ! CU N ð½a n ; a nþ1 Þ, we get
We are interested in verifying the above condition for all possible values of t, 0 t t max , where t max is the maximum possible value of t and t max ¼ ðI 1 þ I 2 À I 1;2 Þ ¼ ð 
where 0 ! 1. Therefore,
Note that both the first term on the left side and the term on the right side of the condition may be negative numbers since 0 ! 1 .
Rearranging terms on the condition, we get
Given that k ! kþ1 , !0 2 ð Þ, we conclude that CUð½a n ; a nþ1 Þ ! CU N ð½a n ; a nþ1 Þ: u t
